In a recent Letter [1] , Jerez, Vitushinsky, and Lavagna (JVL) propose an interpretation of the measurements [2] of the transmission phase shift, ABI , through a quantum dot (QD) in the Kondo regime, as deduced from placing the QD in a double-slit Aharonov-Bohm interferometer (ABI). Describing the QD (coupled to two reservoirs via onedimensional leads) by the single level Anderson model (SLAM), JVL argue that the zero magnetic field (H 0) conductance through the QD is given by G / sin 2 G , with G ABI =2. This Comment questions the validity of this result for the SLAM, since it fails in several exactly known limits. Whether the SLAM describes the experiment [2] is irrelevant to the theoretical problem posed here [3] .
where E k ÿ2t cosk [we use the notations of [1] ] and
where 
with the modified overall phase " # (and a different sign). In fact, they multiply Eq. (2) by an additional factor, ÿC ÿe i ÿ , which they attribute to generalizations of Levinson's theorem. Although the conductance is still given by G / P sin 2 , ABI is then claimed to be equal to . For H 0, one has " # =2, and therefore JVL conclude that G =2 ABI =2.
However, for U 0 Eq. (3) contradicts the exact solution (2), which does not contain the factor ÿC . More generally, at zero-temperature but U Þ 0, one
is the exact local Green's function of the SLAM at k k F [4, 5] . Moreover, Eq. (2) of [5] shows generally that the complex transmission amplitude T d through a SLAM QD is proportional to G d 0, implying that ABI argT d is the same as G , again contradicting JVL's G ABI =2 [6] .
We conclude that JVL's Eq. (4) does not follow from the SLAM. Either the SLAM is not compatible with the Levinson theorem, or the application of this theorem to the SLAM was done incorrectly. In either case, if JVL believe that their Eq. (4) is correct then they should supply its explicit derivation from a well-defined model.
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